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Abstract. In this paper, the relation between WHILE-programs and formal prrjnfs of their 
quantified specificationis studied. This gives us a logical basis foa programming methodology since 
the programming concepts uch as assignment s atements, IIF-statements and WHI[LE-statements 
are fully explained logically, here ‘1ogiczAly’ means ‘how to think ‘., As an example, H:oare’s progra& . 
FIND is stprdied methodologically. 
1. Introductim 
The program synthesis problem is ‘to find an algorithm to read out a. program . 
from a formal proof of its quantified specification VJ:(P(.X) 3 3zQ(x, 2))‘. As a' 
general solution, the author has proposed to use G&del’s inteyretation a$ 
a read out algoritlhm, considering recursion equations as a programming * 
language [3]. . .I 
This approach suggests hat 
. . . 
_. 
(1) if the quantified specification is provable, then the synthesized program is: . -’ 
strongly correct, and . . ’ 
(2) the structure of a formal proof and the structure of corresponldingly synthes&d . .., .‘, 
program are essentially related with each other. P 
ete airises the following problem if we ernploy WHILE-progra& ~3 . _I 
our programming language: . . . . . 
Problem: Does there exist a special form of formal proofs in which we may$ciint ’ 
out the key assertions (loop-invariants) and the verification conditions ;of the’ . 
synthesized program and also can we distinguish the parts of the special form which 
correspond to the we:ak correctness and the !.ermination respectively? .Y..‘- . “1.. . 
An affirmative solution of this problem gives us a ne!w solution for the$rogr+m . 
synthesis problem. . . . . . : < 
To solve this problem, we consider as follows: 
. . 
. . . . 
I, 
-G . . . . 
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(1) For a given WHILE-program, we assume that its key assertions and input- 
o\rtput specification are given and all the verification conditions are provable, then 
we may construct parts of the special form which correspond to the weak correctness; 
(2j For each WHILE-loop with its key assertion and its exit assertion we consider 
the disjunction of these assertions existentially quantified for progr tm variables 
errcept he variable which expressefs the number of visits to the loop. We universally 
quantify the disjunction with respect o the latter variable. If the implP$ation of the 
existentially quantified exit assertion from a thus constructed formula is provable, 
then its proof corresponds to the termination. 
Since our construction is schematical, we have an answer to thle above problem and 
this is an idiomatic approach. 
In Section 2, we introduce our underlying logic which is many sorted !ntuitionistic 
sequent calculus with induction inference. In Section 3, we state the main con- 
structions. In Seclion 4, we apply 3ur method to Hoare’s program FIND taking the 
stand point of programming methodology. 
2” Underlying logic and W 
2. I. Un&dying logic 
We are thinking of an interactive proof checker., namely, we first declare the 
language of a theory. In particula.!., 
(i) We distinguish individual parameters (free variables) andl inZvidua1 variables 
(bound variables) of some sort, where sort means a specified set on which these 
parameters and variables are ranging; 
(ii) certain finite number of fun6 tion symbols and predicate symbols are declared. 
Then the terms and formulas are defined by the usual syntax which is built in the 
proof checker. A sequent in our sequent calculus is of the form 
A, ,..., A,-+BI ,..., B, 
where A 1, . . . , B:, are formulas. A sequent is said to be intuitionistic if n is 0 or 1. We 
shall consider only intuitionistic sequents. We write a finite sequence of formulas 
separated by commas using a capital greek letter for descriptive abbreviation, for 
example, we abbreirsate the above sequent as r-, A. 
The inference rules are those In Gentzen’s intuitionistic sequent calculus ILJ shown 
in Appendix, and the induction inference of the form 
r+A(O);n,A(a!)-,A(a+l) 
I-‘? .U-, A(t) 
where it is assumed that the parameter a does not occur in the lower sequent and t is a 
term. We also note that if the parameter a does not actually appear in the formuh 
A(a), the induction rule is still applicable. 
I . 
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.-. . e*. . . 
. . ‘.*_ . . . . : . . 
We also declare a set of axiom sequents of a theofy of the for@,~+.A;\;hir~ A is a .’ 
formula being an axiom specific to the theory. We assu.me that w&lso alwaysadmit 
the following sequents as axiom sequents in our discussion: (i) ~~~:g.puant;Wer-fee 
formula A, the sequent + A v -TA. (ii) The axiom sequent C.+ c 6fi.L~ is restricted. 
to quantifier-free formula C. 
. :* ., . . . . *. . ‘..‘._ . - : * ‘. , .? ‘. . * 1’. , . . ,., . ?. . -.a . . . A l (. . . . . ..’ ., . .’ . .’ 
2.2. WHILE-programs .:_ 
. . . :. ‘i. .._ i 
s ‘:’ f 
We first assume that a declared formal theory T is given as in .&&on ?!. ft, and that 
individual variables with ‘sorts’ are classified into input variabks.‘&i~ program 
variables. This implies that the ‘data-types’ are define:d in T. I’.;. - i’.: :‘*- ‘. I:‘.. ’ 
. : 
We detine M!HIL+E-programs a follows: We denote the input.@+&.es as x tind . 
program variables as y. The statements are one of (l), . . . , (6): .’ . . s’. ,.:. . . . ., 
(1) Assignmew+ statements: y := F(x, y ) where F is a vector of.:.f&&on symbdls 
in T. 
. . .*’ . ” . : : .; .’ . . t- : . . 
(2) IF-statements : 
.z_ ‘. - ‘._.’ I *. .: . . . ,.... 
. . 
. : . 0’ 
.-. ..‘.’ . 
if t(x, y) then I31 else BZ 
. . ‘. 
. . *‘:.r. . ;. . . 
.._ . . I’ . . . .* . . . * 
where B1 and & are statements and t(x, y) is a quantifier-free. fo.&@a,in ?i: .., 
- 
(3) WHILE-statements : 
.‘. . . ..a, .: . :* . 
. 
while f(x, y) do B 
: * : . . . . *.;,.. : . . 
*._ 1.. . . 
where B is a sj atement and t(x, y) is a quantifier-free formula i.&c:‘: :’ . i .* 
’ . . 
* . . . ..: : . 
(4) Compou ,td statements : 
. . . : . . 
I . . . . . . . . . - . .’ :. . ‘.. . . . . . . 
begin F1; B2; . . . ; B, end :. 
0 : . . . *... . 
.I..‘;: * * .: :‘*- . . 
where B1,. . . 2 _ Rk are statements. .., . 
L . ._” 
r ‘* . . I - . ;. . .‘;’ . . . ‘e 
(S) Labelled statements: 
: . 
Y”\ . . . .:* . :. .., . . .:- . ‘e’e.. l . . c 8. 
L: B .; . . . . 
‘._ 
. . .. .--. i’ . . 
. . . 
. . . *.. . . 
where L is a numerical identifier and B is a statement or empty. ,L- :.:.l:-‘:--.. . 
: 
.: 
(6) GOTO-statemenits : :. . _’ : . . . :... . . * : : .‘*#’ ” * - . 
gotoL . 
. ..-. ’ . . . .’ . . . ‘.. . * .: :. . :.. *. : *. . . 
where L is a numerical Iidentifier. 
- . : . . . ‘. . . 
(7) A compound statement is a WHILE-program. T1l.e vah.$ *of* A. ~ WI-i&~ ’ 
program is the value of its program variables y at the time wh~n~the~c&trol has *. 
reached to the right-most ‘end’. The value of input variables x \is givenfrom the 
outside of WHILE-program. 
\ -. 
:... -. 
.t . . * . : l ‘* , 
* . . -.a ,‘o . 
2.3. Veri’ca tion conditions 
, . .:‘:. ( . . 
‘.. : ,. . ,..a -. . . . . . . .* 
The verification conditions of a WHILE-program are defined as’followk . 
(0) Let P(x, y ), QQx, y ) and R (3, y ) stand for formulas in 7’. An &j&d .statement . 
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is of the form 
tP(x, YH B {Qk _Y)) 
v&:x-e B is_ astatement and the formulas P(x, :a() and 0(x$ y) are callec’ the pre- and 
post-assertbns 0 the statement B. 
(‘1 j For an asserted assignment statement 
{P(x, y)}y := F(x, y) {Q(x, Y)) 
the verification condition is the formula 
P(#, y ) 3 Q(x, F(x, y )!I. 
(2) For an asserted IF-statement 
{P(x, y)) if tk y) then BI eb B2 K?(x, Y)) 
the verification conditions are the verification conditions of the asserted statements 
1% Y 1 A 1 tk Y N B2 {Qk Y I% 
(3) For an asserted “WHILE-statement with key assertion 0, 
P(x, Y )I while {Q(x, y Mx, y 1 do B IR (x5 y 11 
t.hG;: verification .conditions are the formulas 
Pk YF Qk Y), Q(x, Y) A -W, Y) =R(x, y) 
xxi the verification conditions of the asserted statement 
{Q(x, y) A tk Y )I B {Qb Y% 
l(4) For an asserted corn ound statement 
Wx, YH bqWW%d UUx, YEI 
the verification conditions’ are the verification conditions of thlc asserted statements 
for an appropriate assertion Q(x, .y). 
@) For ian asserted labelled statement 
{r”(x, ~11 L:B {Qk uk 
iht~ verification condition is the verification condition of 
(4) For an asserted GOTO-statement 
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being associated with the labelled statement 
‘ . . 47 ‘:. 
. . . . 
. . . 
- . . . . . 
D 
the: verification condition is the formula 
. . 
(71 An asserted compound statement is an asserted WHILE-program land the 
latter’s verification conditions are those of the former. 
3. Main construction 
In this section, we prove the following theorem: 
Thea rem 1. For a given asserted ‘r;lY’.S”I1;E-program 
if all ihe verification conditions fi-P B are provable and if for each asserted u/p:~LLE- 
statement inB, its existen tialk qut, n tified exit assertion is provable from its k-e y assertion 
whose variable xpressing then urlrk-erof visits to the loopissubstituted b y a term expressing 
a sufficiently large number of vist.‘s, then the quantified specification of B: 
vx (P(x) = we, Y )) 
is provable. 
3.1. Outline of the main construction 
To prove the above theorem, we construct a formal proof (a proof-figure) in T 
whose lower-most sequent is of the form 
I- -) Vx(P(x) 3 3yR (x, y)) 
where r consists pf some axiom formulas or theorems in T, and whose top-most 
sequents are either some axiom sequents in T or the verification conditions of B 
where the main implication of each verification condition is replaced by the sequent 
arroly, 
Our construction starts with the lower-most sequent and then upward and 
left-m!ost first, which corresponds to top-most and outer-most statement in B. 
‘I’herefore we construct he following figure at the outse:t: 
r-+Pb) ~3yR(a, y) 
X-+Vz(P(x)=3yR(x, y)) 
where {P(x)} B {R(x, y )} and Q is a velctor of free parameters (eigen variables) 
introduced by the inference +V. In the sequel, +R is fixed. Such E‘rtie parameters 
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(eigexr variables) are considered to express the same locations being expressed by the 
corresponding bound variables. 
Yaw we proceed our corastructior with respect to the induction on the syntax of 
WHILE-programs. Therefore it suffices to construct each part of the formal proof 
corresponding to (l), . . . , (6) of the Sections 2.2 and 2.3, where the lower most 
sequent of the part has been constructed in the foym 
~,Q(a,b)~3yR(a,y)v3yRl(a,Y)v l *. v3YRn(a*Y) 
where Q(x, y ) and R (x, y ) are the pre- and post-assertions of the statement under our 
consideration, and R,(x, y ) are the pre-conditions of labelled stqtr:ments if the 
statement contains the corresponding GDTO-statements. We also note that 3y 
indicates possible occurrences so that a part of y may be substituted by :erms already. 
3.2. Assignment statement 
For an asserted assignment statement 
where y 
{Q(s y>) yl:= F(x, Y) {Rk Y )I 
= ( y 1, y2), WP, construct 
I& Qb, 6) + 3y2Wa, Fb, BJ , ~72) 
-(+3). 
& QW+WUa, Y) 
3,3. IF-statement 
For an asserted IF-statement 
{QIx, y 1) if t(x, y ) then 181 else B2 1-R k y >} 
we construct 
Q tb, 61, Q(a, ai)-, 3yR(a, y); I?, Ma, W, Q(a, WWW, Y) 
v---m 
+ t(a, 6) v 1 t(a, 6); t(a, 6) v -1 t(a, b), I?, Q(a, b,! + 3yR(a, y) -- 




For an asserted MMLE-statement 
{Pt:x, y)} while {Q!x, y))t(x, y) do B IR k Y .)I 
we treat the case that B does not contain GQTQ-statements for simplicity 
(3yR(x, y) is replacb:d by vi 3yR&, y ) for general c 
We construct a proof of the sequent 
as fsllows : 
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Vk (3wQ(a, k, w) v 3yRk y)) 
where k is a variable ranging over the natural numbers and it expresses the number of 
visits to the while-loop, and if k does not occur actually among y, then w is y, and else 
w consists of variables in y except k. 
Therefore the forma! proof is separated to the proof of 
(4 IT P(a, 0, e)+Vk (3wC!(a, k, w) u 3yR(a, y)). 
(b) A, Vk (3wQ(q, k, w) v WUa, y))-, 3yR(a, Y). 
To prove (a), we use the induction on k: 
Step 0: For this step, we need to prove 
no, Pb, 0, c)+3wQb, 0,~) v 3yRb, Y) 
where we may drop off 3yR(;1, y) so that we arrive to prove 
taking w to be c. 
Inducl’l’ve step: For this steg, we need to prove 
I7*, 3wQ(a, n, w) v 3yR(a, yb3wQ(a, n + 1, w> v 3yNa, y). 
The case analysis with respect o the left disjunction g; ues us 3yR(a, y) + 3yR(a, y) 
and 
(c) UI, Q(a, n, d) + 3wQ(a, n + 1, w) v 3yR(a, y). To prove (c), we ma.ke further 
case analysis using 
+ t(a, n, d) v 1 t(a, n, d) 
so that we have 
I71, t(a, n, d), Qb, n, d) + 3wC?(a, n + 1, w) 
and 
I71, 1 t(a, n, d), Qbz, n, d) + Ma’, n, 4 
as we desired. 
Proving of (b) is clear if we can prove 
A, Q(a, ko, c) + WW, Y) 
for some ko and this expresses the assumiption that after a sufficient number of visits 
to the loop the key-assertion becomes false or exactly implies R(rr, ko, cl). The 
relation to the termina+ion will be analysed in the next Gction a.5. 
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3.5, Weak correctness and termination for WHILE-statement 
We further observe the proving of the sequent 
A, Q(a, kd+W'ky), 
as follows: 
!,! \-For the case that Q(n, ko, e) is false, namely, * i 
Q(a, ko, cl+ 
is provable, this implies that if we assume that the control stays in the loop giffer 
sufficiently large numtier of visits, then this assumption leads to the contradiclion. 
For example, the proof of the quotient-remainder theorem given in 32, gives US this 
situation with ko = a + 1 where a is divided by b. This estimate of k. re 
case b = 1. We also note that Gedel’s interpretation of this example giv2 s us 
inefficient program since the computation of recursion equations taras from (a + 1) 
backing to 0 always. 
(2) For the case that A, Q(a, ko, c j + R(a, ko, c) is provable without halring 
empty right part, we have, in most cases, the splitting of Q(a, ko, c) into Q l(a, c) A 
TER(a, ko, c) where Q 1 (a, c) is the key-assertion without explicit occurrence o _* the 
number of visits and is giving the weak correctness, TER(a, ko, c) is equivalet I,t to 
1 t(a, c) and TER(a, k, c) expresses the termination. This situation appears ir the 
first and second loops in the proof of Hoare’s program FIND given in the Sectic In 4. 
3.6. Compound statement 
For an asserted compound statement 
{ P(x, y )i begin BI; B2 end {R k y )I 
we construct 
A, G(a, c)+WW, Y) 
11, P(a, b) + 3yQ(a, y); A, 3yQb, Y) + ~YR(R Y) 
II, A, Pia, 6) + 3yR (a, y) 
. 
3.7. Labeled statewent and COTO-stateemetzt 
For the statements 
UYX, Y>l go to L 
and 
IQb, YN L: B’ Wk Y>) 
we assume as usual that the labelled statement is more outside of 
statement with respect to while-loop nesting. This implies that to accomplish the 
yR(a, yJy we ha-it: the indepencicnt occurrences (because of Il=a:se 
analysis bar test predh;ate) of structurely the: same proof of Q(a, b) im$ies 
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3yR(a, y)* since we have 
Pb, c), fl+ Q(a, c) Q(a,, b), A + 3yR (a, y) ,--- --.-- 
P(a, c), 1’7 + 3yQ(a, y); 3yQ(a, y), A + ‘jR(tu, y).- 
P(a, c), IT, A + 3yR(a, y) 
$(a!, a~), S + 3yP(c!z, y)~; 3yP(a, y), lI, P -9 3yR (a, y) -*- ,- 
and 
Sk 4, C R A -+ 3yR(a, y) 
QbO, ~-*WGw) -,- 
i Tk, 4,O + 3yQ(‘a, y); 3yQ(a, y), E + ayR(a, y) 
T(a, e),Gb, S + 3yR(a, y). 
3.8. Methodological theorem 
We have proved Theorem 1 very schematically so that ‘we may use the proof of 
Theorem 1 as a template for a read-out algorit$m of programs from proofs. 
Therefore we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. If a quantified specification is provable, and if its proof has the structure 
shown schematically in the proof of Theorem 1, then we mcz y syn thesite a W%?PLE- 
program which is strongly correct with respect to the specification. 
3.9. Example 
Example,. We consider the quotient remainder theorem: 
Theorem, For a pair of ncrtural numbers a an8 non-zero b, there exist the natural 
numbers q and r such that a = b*q + r and r c b. 
To prove this theorem, we use the following lemma: 
Lemma. If b > 0, then there holds for any k either 
0) there exists R such that a = b *k + R, or 
(Z) there exist q and r such that a = b*q -t- r and r < 6. 
Proof of theorem. The quotient remainder theorem follows from lemma. To prove 
this, it suffices proving that (1) implies the theorem: If we take k to be 4 + 1, then 
a = b*(a + l)+ R never holds since b >O implies b*(a + l)> ~1. This false-hood 
implies the theorem. 
Proof of lem.ma. To prove the lemma, we use induction on k : 
Initiaf step: We take R to be a so that (1) holds for k = 0. 
Ind ue tive step : 
(al) (2) for k implies (2) for k + 1. 
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(b) Assume (1) for &, namely a = b*k + R : 
[bl) If R C= b, then WC have (2) for k + 1. 
(b2) If R&, then take R for k+l to be R-b sc4 that a=b*&k imi,lies 
a-b*(k+l)+(R-b). 
Observing the above proof of the theorem, we synthesize the program: 
begin q := c); r := a ; 
while r 3 b do 
beginy:=q+l;r:=r-bend 
en 
The strong correctneTs of this program is already exhibited in the above proof, under 
the assumption b > 0. 
A Howe’s program; FIND 
4.1”. Hoare’s program FIND 
The purpose of thlz program FIND [l] is to C5nd the element of an array A[ 1 . . . N] 
whose value is Rh in order of magnitude; and rearrange; the array in such a way that 
this element is placed in A[F]; and furthermore, all elements with subscripts lower 
than F have lesser values, and all elements with subscripts greater than F have 
greater values. (This description is borrowed from [2].) 
We treat an array A[1 . . . N] as a iunction from the set {1,2, , . . , IV} into the 
integers. So the abo/e specification is expressed as 
SPEC: WFVN (1 s F s N 1 aA.FOUND), 
FOUND; VPVQ(~SPSFSQSN~A[P]SA[F]GA[Q]), 
where A is a variable ranging over the arrays. 
4.2. The first loop 
To prove the formula SPEC, we formulate the followr ig lemma: 
nm %_* I/ we assume 1 s F s N, then there holds 
VK(3Al3L3M(KEYl A TERl) v gA.FOUND), 
U’I&%_.YC! 
Ksy;I: KEY11 A KEYl2, 
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KEY12: FsMsNAVUVV(~S UsMe V~N~.,4.l[L/]~Al[~~‘]), 
TE Xl: M-LGN-1-K. 
This lemma states that either there exists the desired array A satisfying FOUND or 
there exists 2 n array A 1 which has L and M approximating F from the left an’d from 
the right respectively and this approximation attains the desired one for sufficiently 
large gY. 
We formulate this lemma mathematically, namely, we may think that to cc>nfirm 
the existence of the desired array in SPEC is difficult, and to confirm the existence OF 
the array A 1 being a partial result as in KEY 1 may be easier. 
Termination : We prove SPEC from Lemma 1: We take N - 1 for K, then we have 
L=M=F.WetakeAlforA.IfP~F,thenwehaveAl[P]~Al[F]fromKEY11 
and if P = F, then Al[P] = A l[F], so A l[P] GA l[F] for both cases. Similarly we 
have Al[F]sAl[Q]. 
Synthesis : We prove Lemma 1 by induction on K : 
Step 0: We prove 3AlX,3’M(KEYl A TERl(0)): We take an arbitrary array for 
A 1, namely an input array ! W< take 1 ana N for & and M respectively. Then 
TERl: N-~GN-~ 
which follows apparently from 1 s F d N. By this proof, we have 
be,gin L := l;M:=N; 
Inductive step: Assuming KEY 1 atld TERl, we are going to prove 
3Ai3L3M (K5Yl A TERl(K + 1)) v 3A.FOUND. 
Now we make a case analysis of L < M v L 2 M: 
For the case of L 3 M, we have L = ltf = F. Therefore we may prove 3A.FOUND 
similarly as in Termination. 
Until this stage, we have 
begin L := 1; M := N;whileZ<M doe l *end 
where the right-most end is obtained for the case of L a M. 
For the case of L < M, we formulate Lemma 2. 
4.3. The second loop 
Lemma 2. If we assume L CM, 1 SF s N, KEY1 and TERl, then there holds 
VH (3A23R313.r (KEY2 A’T’ER~) 
v 3AEK3M (KEY1 ATERl(K + 1)) v 3A;FOUND), 
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WhtW 
KEY2 KEY21 A KEY22, 
KEYX LG’rA VX(~~X<IDA~[X]GR), 
KEY22: JsM/ttlY(J<Y~N=R~A2[Y]), 
TER2: TER20 h TER21 A TER22, 
TzR22: H>ODL<I nJ<M hA2[1 l l Lj=Al[l l l L) 
~A2(ibf l . N]=Al(M 0 l I’ta) 
A A2[L 9 * i’W] = permute@. l[L l l Ml), 
T~rml;azati~ox At the end of the previous section, there remained to prove 
3A13L3M (KEY1 A TERl (K + 1)) v 3A.FOUND 
from the assumptions E c Ad” 1 s F s N, KEY1 and TERl. We prove this usiing 
Lemma 2. 
We take A4 -L + 1 for H, then we have J C 1 from TER20. We then oszly consider 
the case that KEY2 and TER2(M - L + 1) hold, since tither cases are clear. 
Wemakecaseanalysisof (J<FAF<I)v(F~JvkF): 
For the case of (J <F A .F < I), we prove 3A.FOUND: We take AZ for A, then we 
may assume I. ~P~F~Qa’FCFrcmKE’d’21,wehavel~F<P~A2[F]~R and 
d~P<I~A2[P]~R;frl~mKEY22,wehaveJ<F~N--,RaA2[F]andJ<Q~ 
N =I R s A2[(a]. The left parts of these implications follow from 1 G P s F 6 Q a: Ri 
and(J~F~E:<I)sowehaveA2~P]~A2[F]~A2[Q]asitisdesired. 
For the case of (F CJ v I s F), we prove 3A 13L3M (KE7L”l A TERl(K + 1)). IWe 
make further case analysis of F s J v IS F: 
For the case of F 52 J: We take A2 and L for A 1 and L respectively, and take Jforn 
M. To prove KEY1 l(A2j, we use KEY 1 l(,: ‘i ) and TER22 since: M -L + 1 > 0. To 
prove 
FsJ<N is clear from FsJGMsN. Now we may assume ~GUGJ< VsN. 
Take U for X in KEY21 and 7 for Y in KEY22, then 1 G U < I follcws. 
from 1 G Lr c J and J g i, and J < V s N follows from the above. So we have, 
42[U]sR and RsA2[V] so that A~[U]SA~[V], To prove TERl(K+ Z?, 
note that L c M and M -.. L + 1 > 0 implies J CM from TFR22. Therefore J-L < 
M-LsN-l-K,name?y, J-LGN--1-K-l. 
For the case of 1 s F: We take A2 and M for A 1 and M respectively and t&e Ifor 
L. Then the proof lis sin&r to the above. 
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Synthesis: We prove Lemma 2 by induction GII H. 
StepO:Weprove3A23R313J(KEY’L~TER’&(B3)):TakeAlfo7A2,14l[F]fc,rR,i 
for I, and M for J. To prove 
KEY21: LGLAVX(~GX<L~A~[X]<A~[F]), 
we take X and F for S and T in KEYll. Then we have A l[X]sAl[F]. Similarly 
KEY22(A 1, A l[.P], L, M) can be proved. To prove TER2, M -L CM -L + 31 and 
TER21 is clear. TER22 follows from 0 > 0. 
Inductive step: We make case analysis of I > J v I s J: 
For the case of I > J, we further ssparate the cases H = 0 and H > 0. For the c;lse of 
H = 0, we have L = I and M = J Porn TER21. However we are also assuming d > J 
and I, c M, this leads to a contradiction. For the case of H > 0, we may t>ssume I, < !’ 
and J < M from TER22. Therefore we can prove 
3Al3L3M (KEY1 /\TERl(K 
exactly the same way as in Termination. 
Up until this stage, we have 
beginL:= l;M:=.N; 
while L<M do 
+ 1)) w 3A.FOUND 
begin R := A[F];, I := L: J := M; 
while 1 s J do begin l l l end 
if F s J then A4 := J else 




For the case of I <J, we formulate Lemma 3. 
4.4. ‘me third loop 
Lemma 3. If we assume I -: (‘J, L CM, KEYl, TERl, KEY2 and TER2, then there 
holds 
VZl (KEY3 /\TER3 v 3A23R313J (KEY2 ATER~(H + l))), 
where 
KEY3: . L~I+Zlh~X(Z~X<I+2~1~.42~X]sR),, 
TER3: 3Wl(HtZl~Wl~M~R~rA2[W13). 
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Termination : At the end of previous section, there remained to prove 
3A23R313 J (KEY2 A TER2(.H + 1)j assuming1 G J.. L CM, KEYl, TERl, ?:(EY:2 
and TER2. We prove this using Lemma 3. We take M+ 1 - I for 21, then w,: havIe 
M + 1 G W 1 s kf which is a contradiction. 
Synthesis : We prove Lemma 3 by induction on 2 1. 
Step 0: We make case analysis of A2[I] < R v A2[1] a W. 
For the case of A2[I]< R, we prove KEY3(0) A TER3(0). KEY3(C) and KEY21 
are the same. To prove TER3(0), we make further case, analysis of H = 0 v i”J :> 0: 
For the case of H = 0, we take F for Wl, then TERS(0) is clear from TERZl and 
L~F<MForthecaseofH>O,wetakeJ+lfor Wl.ThenI~J+Z~Mf~llows 
from TER22 and I G J. To prove R G A2[J + 11, we take 9 + 1 for Y in KEY2:?, then 
J <J + 1 s N is clear from J CM G N so we have the desired inequality. 
For the case of A2[1]aR, we formulate Lemma 4 together with the case of 
A [I + Z 1) 2 R in the inductive step. 
Inductrue step: We make case analysis of A2[I + Z] < IZ v A2[I + Z 1] 2 W : 
For the case of A2[I+Zl]<R, we prove KEY3(21+1)~TER3(21+1): LG 
!+Zl-1 follows from LsI+Zl. For X such that l~X<I+%‘l+l, 
iP X=1+21, th en AZ[I +Zl.] < k? by our assumption, otherwise 1~ X c: 
I +Z11 A2[X]<R from KEY3. So we may conclude KEY3 (Zl+ 1). To prove 
TER3(Z! + l), we take Wl of TER3 for Wl of TER3(21+ 1), thcr,n w(;’ have 
TER3(21+ 1) from TER3 by noting that R G A2[1 +Zl] never holds und x our 
case A2[i+Zl]<R. 
For the case of A2[I + 2 l] 2 I?, we formulate Lemma 4. 
4.5. ‘Fhc fourth loop 
Lemma 4. If we assume A2[I+Zl]aR, I=GJ, L<M, KEYl, TERl, KEY2, 
lt’ER2, KEY3 and TER3, then there holds 
VZ2 (KF9Y4 ATER~ v 3A23R313J (KEY2 ATEFU(H + 1))) 
where 
KEY4: J-Z~~MAVY(J-Z?<Y~N~R~A~[Y]), 
’ ;‘ER4 : ~W~(L~W~~J-Z~AA~[W~]~R). 
Terminalion: At the end of the pl-evious section, there remained to prove 
3A23R31’rliJ(EEY2hTER2(H+l))fromA2[I+Zl]a.R,I~J,L<M,R:EYI., 
, KEY& TER2, KEY3 and TER3. We prove this using Lemma 4. Wf: take 
J -- (_L - 1) for 22, then we have L s W2 G L - 1 which is a contradiction. 
S) n thesis : We prove Lem,,da 4 by induction on 22: 
Stk?p 0: We make case analysis of $? < A2[J] v R 3 
IFw the case of R <A2[J], we prove KEY4(0) A TER4(0). KEY4(0) and KEY22 
are the same. To prove TER4(0), we make further case analysis of H = 0 v liT :> 0. 
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For the case of H = 0, we :ake F for W2. Then TER4(0) follows from TER21 and 
L<FsM.ForthecaseofH>O,wetti.keI-lfor W2.ToproveL~I--lsI,L<I 
in TER22 implies L s I - 1 and I r-i P implies I - 1 c J. To prove A2[I - l] G I?, we 
take~-lforXinKEY21.Thenfronal~L~I,wehavel~H-lsloA2[I-l]~R. 
For the case of I? aA2[J], we prove 3A23R313J (KEY2 A TER2(H + 1)) in 
-,sx’ section together with the cask of R G A2[J - 221 of the inductive step. 
Irt ductive step: We make cascS ar &i :Isis of 
R cA2[J--221~ R a/Q r --221. 
For the case of R<AZ[J-Z2i we prove KEY~(Z~+~)ATER~(Z~+~). J- 
22 - 1 GM follows from J - Z2 s M in KEY4. Now we may assume J - 22 - 1 < 
Y<N.Foreuch Y,if Y=J-Z2,wehaveR<A2[J-Z2]andif.,I-Z2<Y~N, 
then we have R G A2[ k-1 from KEY4. To prove TER4(22 + 1), we separate the 
cases H = 0 and H > 0. For the case of H = 0, we take E for W2 and b;y this 
TERQ(Z2 + 1) is clear. For the case of H > 0, we take W2 in TER4 for W2 in 
TER4(22 + 1). Then we are assuming L = W2 SJ - Z2, A2[ W2]< R, and R K 
A2r.I -22j, so if W2 = J - 22 we have a contradiction. Therefore W2 ranges in 
L s W2 6 J -22 - 1 and for such W2 we may conclude A2[ W2] G R from TER4. 
4.6. After tke fourth loop 
At this stage, there remains to prove 
3A23R313.I (KEY2 A TER2(h + 1)) 
for the case A2[I +.Zl Z= R 2 A2[J -221. We make case analysis of 
I+Zl>J-22vI+Zl<J-72. 
For the case of I + 2 1 > J - 22, we take A2, R, I + Z 1, J - .22 of assumption side 
for A2, R, I, J of the above respectively. Then KEY21 follows from KEYC’i and 
KEY22 follows from KEY4. To prove TER20(H + l), it suffices 20 prove 2 1 + Z2 2 
1 sinct: TER20(H + 1) implies J - 1 <M -L -H + (Z1+ 22) and we are asTurning 
TER20. In fact, we are assuming I + 2 1 > J - 22 and I G J so % 1 and Z2 can not be 
zero simultaneously. Since H -!- 1 can’t be zero so TIER:!! (H + 1) holds. Now we 
consider TER22(H + 1): 
(i, L<:I+Zl follows from L<J-22 in TER4 and J--220+21 for ox 
case. 
(ii) J- Z2*: M f o 11 ows from I+ZlsM in TER3 and J--22<I+Z’l. 
(iii) The rest of TER22(H + 1) is clear from the corresponding part of TER22 
since they are identical. 
For the case of I 7 2 1 G J - 22, we consider the array 5 satis8ying 
B[I+Zl]=A2[J-22]nB[J-22]= .A2[B+Zl] 
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A’ow )qetaJceB, R, I+Zl+l,J-22-l forA2, R, I,Jof 3A23R313J (KEi,Y’2/\ 
T ERZ(H + 1)) respectively. 
(it l,s1+2:11+1 followsfromL~I+Zl of KEY3. 
(ii; To prove VX (1 s X < I + 2 1 + 11 B[X] =S R), we separate th .: cases for X 
intoi~X<~+ZlandX=1’+Zl.Fortheformercase,wehaveBEY]~a”fi:onl 
KEYS and the definition of B. If X = I + 21, R ~5 AZ[J -223 gives J? a B[I -b i! T j. 
(iii]! J - 22 - 1 s kf follows from J - 22 6 M in KEY4, 
(iv: V Y (J - 22. - 1~ Y s N 3 R s B[ Y:) follows from KEY4 simikarly as in (ii). 
(v;) (J-Z2-l)-(I+Zl+l)<M-L-H: We have J-I-(21+22+:2)~ 
!-I--2. However there holds J-I-2eM’-L-H-l<M-L-H if we use 
TER2 0. 
(vi;) To prove TER2l(H + 1) is trivial. 
(viii: L x I +Z 1 + 1 follows from L G I in TER22 J -22 - 1 <M follows from 
J CM’ in TER22. B[l l l L) = Al[l * l L) and B(M l l N]= Al(M a . N] follow 
,From TER22 and the definition of F. B[L . - M] = permute(A2[L l 9 M]I) =: 
perm&$Al[L l l M]). 
Thi:s completes the entire proof started from 4.2. 
The inductions in 4.4 and 45 give us 
whileA[I]<RdoI:=I+l; whiieR<A[J]doJ:= J-l; 
and the italicized sentence in this section gives us 
if I s J then begin W :== .4[I]; AII] := A[J]; A[J] := IW; 
I :=.I+l;J := J-1 end 
Combining these with the program obtained in 4.3, we finally ha!re the following 
program : 
lbegin integer L, M; L := 1; M := N; 
wbileL<Mdo 
bq@tintegerR,I,J,W;R:=A[F];f:=L;J:=M; 
begkwhlle A[I]cR do I := I+l; 
whiieRcA[.I]dc.? := J-i; 
iin W :== A[.r]; A[I] := .4[J]; A[J] := W; 
I:=I+l;J:= ~-1 
en 
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(1) We have succeeded in the mathematization of programming within the scope 
of WHILE-programs. 
(2) For the programming aide, an interactive proof-checker is indispensable [4]. 
For the underlyiiig logic, Gentzen-Smullyan’s equent calculus iis bette:? than the 
natural deduction, since 
(i) the former always keeps the assumption and the target at our hands tie that the 
backward construction of proof is easier than the natural deduction in interactive 
mode; 
(ii) the correspondence between the structure of proofs and tlhe structure of 
programs is much more clear in sequent calculus than in natural deduction. 
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Appendix: Gentzen’s system LJ 
In the followings A, B, C and D are formulas and r, A and 0 are finite sequences 
of zero or more formulas. 









A,r+O B,F+O r+A,;r+B 
AAB,r+O Or i*B,r-+o' 
(+I)------, 
r+AAB 




r+AvB Or r4d3' 
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r-,.4 
(l--p) -- c-, 1) A,I--* 
lAJ+' I’+ 1A’ 
Of+) 
A(I),~+@ 
VxA[x!, T-, 0 
where t is a term. 








where t is 2 term. 
r-+0 
(Thinning -+ ) -- (+Th 
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